The dumbing down of the sheep

In many Christian communities today only part of the truth is preached. Many things are twisted around or left out completely. A lousy and no effective message is the result of this. In this book you will find what to be cautious about and how to deal with the wolves in sheep’s clothing.

The paying sheep

In order not to upset the sheep, many of the hard words of Jesus are neglected today. When Jesus was tempted, the devil offered him all the riches in the world but Jesus has simply rejected it. Today many try to sell faith in Christ as something that will give wealth and a comfortable live, even when Jesus warned of the danger that wealth will bring when people keep it only for themselves. He also warns not to treat the poor in society different than wealthy people. It seems though that the rich sheep are still being treated a little different than the ones with little to their name.

Jesus made it quite clear, that following him has a high price to pay, this means, that someone has to give up everything to follow him. You will rarely hear someone preach on this often the opposite is preached instead. I wonder how the Lord Jesus must feel when his followers ask for more money and an easy live instead to listening and obeying his words. Are these that accept the false message really his followers or not? Whoever only keeps begging instead of obeying and praying should not expect anything from the Lord of Lords.

They want to be servants but instead of serving, they are only interested in being served by the most high God. It seems that these servants have lost all reverence and respect and such behavior will always be brought to justice. Unfortunately, there are many that believe this way today.

Matt 18.6 If anyone should cause one of these little ones to lose his faith in me, it would be better for that person to have a large millstone tied around his neck and be drowned in the deep sea.

Certainly there are also preachers who are on the right track and my warning is not about them. My purpose is to expose the things that are taught and practiced wrongly today. Whoever warns others about the deceptive tricks of the wolf in sheep’s clothing is their friend. Whoever warns others that this deception, that has already captured some believers, is their friend as well.

The deception takes place slowly and inconspicuously and because of this I must warn you to be vigilant. When you read the words of Jesus for yourself and compare them with the teachings that you find many places today, you will soon discover the contradictions.
I’m sure there are subjects in this book, that at first will be painful for the readers to admit but in the long run it will cause you to be more vigilant.

In writing this it has not been my intention to aggravate the readers but certainly, upsetting some will be impossible to avoid. Let’s face it, many of the Old Testament prophets where killed by “religious people” and the reason was only because they spoke what the people needed to hear. There were also other prophets, who spoke only what the people wanted to hear, those where the false prophets. You do not need to be a Prophet to make yourself unpopular. It is enough, when you take the powerful words of the scriptures in the bible and compare it with the “Mickey Mouse” gospel that’s preached today and you will see the indignant reaction when you confront them with it. It is really sad because there is nothing worse than this religious illusion. This very illusion has paid well for the religious deceivers. Selling this false gospel message which leads to the broad road is their key to have more church attendees. The trick is very simple. They preach that all the convenient privileges like gaining health and wealth will follow when you come to believe in Christ. Never will they mention anything about the narrow path and soon there will be an increase paying sheep coming to their church. Some false preachers go so far, that they turn the situation upside down. They tell their sheep that not we are to surf God but God has to surf us, so that we will have luxury and a long and healthy live. Prosperity preaching is what this is called today and it is far from the narrow path. This wrong teaching began in America and has become so popular, that in most western countries and many other places there are many people that have believed it. In America these false preachers have mega churches with up to 20 000 attendees every week and it is broadcasted by their radio and television programs word-wide.

We all know that Jesus lived a simple and humble lifestyle but when we look at today’s false preachers, we see not millionaires but multimillionaires. They live in luxury houses, drive expensive cars and have a private jet. Sometimes they even fly to poor countries; preach to them that they will also grow rich and healthy by their false gospel and fly with a jet full of money back home. Would Jesus ever have done such a thing? Apostasy preachers would be definitely a more truthful way to call them then prosperity preachers. Some of these false preachers are also false healers. They are good in hypnotizing and manipulating people and even manage to convince their victims to believe for some time that they are or will be healed. Then there are the false prophets. They work mainly with tricks and everything is previously planned with several players in the audience. The shows are organized very well, so much so, that most sheep are being deceived. And then they play the carefully matching psychological music when it comes time to beg for money. It really is astonishing to see how they manage to deprive their sheep of the money and lead them into a false certainty of salvation with their false message. They of course tell their flock that God can do everything but with their very action of begging for money they prove that they do not believe that God can provide for them. Such actions resemble that of a robber baron more than anything else.
Do not judge

Surely some readers will say now: how can this writer come up with such things? This is judging and it is impudence! But let us have a look at the words of Jesus, he says in Mat. 7: 1-5 Judge not, that you be not judged. For with the judgment you pronounce you will be judged. And with the measure you use it will be measured to you. Why do you see the speck that is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that is in your own eye? Or how can you say to your brother, let me take the speck out of your eye, when there is a log in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to take the speck out of your brothers eye. Now, since I as the writer of this book, have never exploited or dumbed down the sheep, I can with a clear conscience write about these wicked deceivers that we have today. We also find words in the Bible that warned of blind leader of the blind, because they were already there when Jesus lived.

Let us suppose that the majority of the sheep today would not be dumbed down and a very popular false preacher would fly in to town. Would it not be the duty for the sheep to throw rotten tomatoes and eggs at this false preacher when he starts his deceptive false preaching? I’m convinced that such a false preacher would soon sell his private jet and go seek an honest work after he experienced such righteous rejection. Therefore, the sheep are also responsible for the ongoing false teaching if they do not take their responsibility serious.

Who is guilty?

Most people would think that the false preachers are guilty for the misery but are they really the only ones? In 1. Tim. 4.3 we read: For the time will come when people will not endure sound teaching, but having itching ears they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions. It is truly sad but for some reason these people continue to follow these false teacher like sheep that are walking to their own butcher by their own free choice. Let’s face it only a dumb sheep will leave the path of righteousness and give itself over to these doctrines of demons. We read in 1.Tim. 4.1 Now the scripture expressly says that in the later times some will depart from the faith by devoting themselves to deceitful spirits of demons.

When a sheep is choosing his own butcher it is to be pitied, when it chooses spiritual death which results in hell and keeps paying money to the vultures, it is really dumbed down.

It is not so easy to wake such sheep’s up, because many are duming each other down and they are doing this collectively, until they manage to dumb down each other almost completely. If they only would read the words of Jesus more and recognize the difference of what is thought and taught in these places today compared to the truth the scripture actually teaches. They need to know that we are to test all things and that critical thinking is not always something that is leading to division as these false teachers try to make you believe. No, critical
thinking is also necessary to set things right. The Problem is when we permanently rejecting such critical thinking, we will never set things right. Anyone who reads the gospel will soon understand, that Jesus was always interested in the truth no matter whether the religious people of his day liked it or not. Of course there are always some people that simply cannot endure to listen to a truth. But when we are no longer speaking the truth, everything is watered down and the result is spiritually devastating. So what do we want now? We have the choice of a message that will bring us a false confidence with a lot of humanism and politic correct nonsense on top of it. Or, on the other hand, we have the truth and also the love. Love especially will lead to courageous and provocation statements. When you look at the “why” behind the statement, you will often discover that driving force is leading to helpful informations to achieve or maintain a deeper spiritual level. Jesus said in Mat. 7.13+14 Enter the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the way is easy that leads to destruction, and those who enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the way is hard that leads to live, and those who find it are few.

Hypocrisy

It is very interesting to see how much Jesus had to say about the religious hypocrites. It is obvious that in His days there existed those that where were looking for a relationship with God and those who only tried to impress others with religious activities. To do religious things only to have a good outward appearance in front of others is something that is faked and in the end will lead to hell. Jesus is talking business on this matter because we are all depending on His grace and therefore we don’t need to impress each other at all. Rid yourselves then of all evil: no more lying or hypocrisy or jealousy or insulting language. 1. Pet.2.1 Peter puts hypocrisy in the category of evil doing. Surely some readers will think now, how can anyone write such a book because that is such insulting language. If this is what you are thinking, then I also have a question. Are we not allowed to tell the truth anymore? Disclosing facts is no insulting language but an attempt to wake people up so that things can change. In Proverbs 28:23 we read: Whoever rebukes a man will afterward find more favor than he who flatters with his tongue. The one thing we have to know, people who are not in faith are quick to detect the fake games the hypocrites are playing and this give them a legal right to joke about them.

Church history

Let us have a preview of what happened in Christianity. After Jesus there were the apostles and many other followers who were filled with the spirit of the highest God. Because of that they were equipped to perform supernatural miracles. Spontaneous healing of the blind and paralyzed as well as raising people from the dead was a common occurrence among them. They were of one accord and shared everything with each other. But because they grew in number more and more also in Europe, the Romans saw a danger in them to the Roman Empire.
Because of that the early Christians were even devoured by lions in the arena and of course they killed everyone they could find. The person that was most responsible for this was the Roman emperor Nero. Sometime later the Romans found out, that they could not eradicate the early Christians because there were always more coming to faith than they could kill. So the Roman government had to come up with a new plan. Therefore the Roman government decided to take the Christian faith in their own hands. This was also the birth of the Roman Catholic Church. One of the tools the church used to manipulate was language. In the church services, the language they used was Latin, a language that most people could not understand, so everything could be easily twisted around. Whoever did not submit to the Roman Catholic Church was thrown in to a dungeon or burned on a wood stake. Even after the fall of the Roman Empire the Catholic Church continued to become more influential and powerful. History shows that because of the Catholic Church people who suppressed and looted and often young woman where forced to live in a monastery in isolation. What was happening behind the so called “sacred walls” in some of the monasteries in terms of abuse can only be surmised. The remains of baby bones that were found in excavations at many monasteries stand as a timeless witnesses to those dark days even after many centuries. This went on until about 500 years ago. Then there came someone who was tired of these social evils and corruption within the church and started a reformation. Though well intentioned and though this brought a number of positive changes, later this reformation and Martin Luther turned away from his previous intentions and ended up being responsible for the death of hundred thousands of people. Sadly this is church history but rarely does anyone want to recount or even hear about this anymore.

Often a false message that is proclaimed today is that Christians have been responsible for all the wars that occurred in these previous times. Would Jesus have done that? Surely not therefore it is also most unlikely that his followers had done it. The wars they speak of were ignited by powerful leaders who had from the start only wicked purposes but only professed to be religious. They proved with their deeds, that they served only the devil and not God. The only thing that humans have learned from history is that they never learn something from history. Today there are hundreds of Christian denominations but only one Jesus Christ and his message is clear. It is about time for all of these different denominations to focus on the words of Jesus alone, instead of disagreeing about so many things.

Real problems emerge when a particular church or group says, that they are the only ones that have or bring true salvation and that all the others do not. One must be very careful of such a church or group because it is a clear indication of usually other dangerous spiritual errors because they are wrong about the most important doctrine of all- salvation. We know that the followers of Christ can be found everywhere and not only in one church or denomination but in people who have truly been born again. It is not about the church it is about the living relationship with Jesus Christ. Everybody can enter into and have this relationship by just simply talking to him, repenting, believing and trusting him for forgiveness of sin and a new live. Do it from a true and seeking heart and see what happens. He is not far away, just one prayer.
Cowardice

In Revelation 21:8 we read: *But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for the murderers, the sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion will be the lake that burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death.* It is interesting to see, cowardice is listed with murder and those who practice magic. It is a serious thing. How cowardly are we today? Do we care, when we see a great injustice or are we simply choosing the easy way by just deciding to be ignorant? By doing this we can only managed to silence the conscious for a short time. In the long run, the consequences will be as written in the previous bible verse. There were many brave people in the bible. There was one who was especially praised by God more than once for his braveness, It was David, the shepherd boy who dared challenge the giant Goliath. People with that kind of qualities are rear to find in our day. A frequently used excuse to do nothing is this: we do not want to judge the Goliaths around us because God will take care of everything. But God has placed his people on this planet so that they will do something. When they really do not want to do something then they are useless.

Here a practical example. Some time ago a famous Swiss musician was representing our country on a song contest with and in the lyrics in the song this musician used contained very occult text. Some brave Christians decided that he should never play there this song and started to collect signatures in opposition and shortly thereafter the musician replaced the terrible text and came up with a decent one. So, it is possible for brave Christians can change things for the better either alone or together with others. It is simply important to be active and not passive.

Jesus says in Matt. 25.40 *Whatever you did for one of the least important followers of mine you have done it for me.* So we do not have an excuse because in Verse 45 we read: *Whatever you refused to help one of the least important once, you refused to help me.*

Christ like

Let us have a look at this phrase “Christ like” which is frequently used today and compare it with how Christ lived. Usually, Christ like will be used in context with nice, decent and compliant behavior. The truth is that Jesus has sometimes acted quite radical, determined and not so nice at all. Let us think for example of the cleaning of the temple where he has overthrown the tables and scared everyone out with a whip. He also called the religious leaders, hypocrites and a brood of vipers and blind leaders of the blind. When Herold wanted to kill Jesus He said: Go and tell that Fox that my time is not over yet. Whoever reads the gospels will see many more examples and will find out, that Jesus used direct and truthful language and not the language of a flattering softie. When I listen to phrases
that some people use, that always soften him or His demeanor it makes me assume that these people think that Jesus was a conformist. This however I’ll plainly state- I know that He is the son of the most High and He will return one day and judge everybody. This I know because it is written in the scriptures. Today so many bible verses are watered down, twisted around or just ignored. There will be serious consequences because of this and they are going to be brutal. In 2.Peter 3:16 we read: There are some difficult things in his letters witch ignorant and unstable people explain falsely, as they do with other passages of the scripture. So they bring on their own destruction.

To obey the government

In Rom. 13.1 we read: Everybody must obey the state authorities. However, when Peter and John were commanded by the Jewish authorities not to preach about Jesus, Peter replayed: You, yourself judge which is right in Gods sight – to obey you or to obey God. Acts 4:19. So there are exceptions to the rule. Some time ago there was a federal chancellor in Germany who added to many of his speeches the verse of roman 13 listed above. Many of the Christians back then liked him and said: how good it is to have a chancellor that quotes the bible. What do you think was the name of the chancellor? His name was Adolf Hitler! Let us consider for a moment that the Christians in previous the war would have said: down with this stinking coyote, we do not need this war. They would have acted according to the scripture because as we have seen called Jesus the killer Herold a fox. If many Christians during the rise of Hitler had been awake and had they organized themselves well, there is a good change that they could have made an impact, but we’ll never know. There is a similar situation today in the Ukraine. It is not only genocide but it is a collision of two superpowers that could possibly trigger a word war. It seems like NATO forces the western media, to always portray one side in this conflict as those “bad bad Russians”. This in itself is already propaganda war. The war drums always start beating before the war and the western media is full of these drum beats today, which is very dangerous. Whoever looks at alternative media and switches off the television for a little while can clearly see this. As we all know there is another big problem at present time in the Middle East. In Syria alone thousands of Christians have been beheaded but nobody seems to care much at all. So what are we going to do? Do we want to do nothing at all? Can`t we at least think of what could be done? When enough people are involved they could have an impact when they are supported by the ones that do the spiritual warfare silently in the background by praying. The Fact is, that NATO is intending to integrate the Ukraine into their alliance and this will continue provoking the Russians. When this happens, it puts the future of Europe is in big danger because many countries could be pulled in to this mess. So yes, praying is good, but to pray and also think of ways what could be done may be sometimes even better.

Grace
Many people think that Jesus will always forgive them everything, but is it really so? In Matt. 18 we find the parable of the unforgiving servant, who could not forgive others even after he had been forgiven of everything. At the end of the parable he was handed over to be torched. In Verse 35 Jesus said: *this is how my father in heaven will treat every one of you unless you forgive your brother from your heart.* John the Baptist said to the religious people in Matt. 3:7+8 *you snakes, who told you that you could escape from the punishment God is about to send? Do those things that will show that you have turned from your sins.* In Matt. 5:20 Jesus said: *I tell you then, that you will be able to enter the kingdom of heaven only if you are more faithful than the teachers of the low and the Pharisees in doing what God requires.* And there was the traitor Judas. After he had berated Jesus, he regretted his deed and threw the 30 silver pieces back in the temple that he had received from the religious leaders for his betrayal. Jesus said about Judas in Matt. 26:24 *it would have been better for him if he had never been born.* Also the story of Noah shows us that only 8 People got saved and all the others perished in the flood, even those who screamed for mercy. This clearly shows that once the point is reached when God has had enough and no more mercy can be expected. It seems that such warnings are often ignored by the shepherds of our days. This can be very dangerous because when we take a good look, we will see that religious behavior will not benefit us in any way if it is merely outward without real fruit that accompanies a new heart. It is obvious that some shepherds are heaping up themselves a heavy load of judgment by teaching only what sounds nice and is convenient and therefore misleading many sheep. I ask myself if the expression shepherd is even still correct when referring to these false leaders or should they not better be called pig farmers. It seems obvious, that when a pig farmer leads a sheep flock there cannot be a good result.

**Tiding**

Many churches beg their members for money. Jesus himself was much more interested to help the poor than to pay temple tax. Whoever pays 10% on the poor or on some other good project surely is not doing anything wrong. It says that who is sowing generously will also reap generously. It becomes problematic when the churches are milking their sheep under compulsion. Real problematic it becomes when a church milks many sheep and grows rich. Since Jesus spoke many warnings against the intention to become rich, I will only say that it has turned many humble preachers into proud ones. Another reason why the compulsion of tiding is useless is that many cannot afford it or are afraid to be ripped off and therefore do not join any church. Surely there are also preachers who are primarily interested in leading the flock on the right track, so we have no reason to assume that everybody is wrong on this. When a sheep is regularly being milked under compulsion, then it is not a very smart sheep. When we ask some sheep if they are tiding, mostly they say, yes we do. What says Jesus about that? In Matt.6:2-4 we read: *When you give something to a needy person, do not make a big show of it, as the hypocrites do in the houses of worship and on the streets. They do it so that people will praise them. I assure you, they have*
already been paid in full. But when you help a needy person, do it in such a way that even your closest friend will not know about it. Then it will be a private matter. And your Father, who sees what you do in private will reward you. I assume that only few sheep are aware of this. There will be a rude awakening when once will be said to them: you have already been paid in full.

Education and talent

In today’s society often one’s education and diplomas count much more than one’s personal skills, talents and other God given abilities. Jesus had no theological decree; He attended no bible school or received a religious ordination. Yet still He far exceeded anyone that the world has ever seen before with His teachings and wisdom. When He healed the sick, He commanded the people: do not tell anybody! He has never tried to become popular himself but has become the most popular person in the human history. Because of the influence of His live we date our calendar and we’ve done it for the last 2016 years! How was that happened? In Zechariah 4:6 we read: you will succeed, not by military might or by your own strength, but by the spirit. All the high positions and diplomas of people do not impress God. Instead he often chooses the lowly and insignificant people. In James 4.6 we read: God resists the proud, but gives grace to the humble. So we have to completely different things here. While religious hypocrites almost always have done nothing except a lot of talking, the people with true faith were the ones that have experienced God and their righteous deeds followed.

End times

The biblical prophecies about end time are very unpopular today. “Why should we scare our sheep” some shepherds might say. The bible tells us many things in advance but not the day and hour of the Lord’s return. To be more aware of what is coming certainly cannot hurt because then we will not enter ignorantly into this, the most turbulent time of human history. The number one thing that we are called to be is vigilant and not to be deceived. We do not need to fear this time because fear only shows a lack of trust that God will win in the end. In Matt. 10:28 Jesus said: do not be afraid of those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul, rather be afraid of God, who can destroy both body and soul in hell. It may sound hard here but when we consider the never-ending glory that waits for the once who endured, it does not appear so hard anymore. Many sheep do not believe that we are heading for disaster. So let’s have a look at the signs that we find in the bible. There will be a one world government and a cashless society and everything will be under surveillance with a one world dictator in power that will force everyone to worship him as God or face death. He will be a master of deception and in the end he will make Hitler and Stalin look like schoolboys in his ruthless slathering performance. But in the beginning he will appear as a peace bringing superhero. Even if people would stand against such madness, there would be no change to stop it, since it is already written in the bible we can only
give them a delay and of course no surrender to the chip. Rev. 13. 16+17 The beast forces all of the people, small and great, rich and poor slave and free to have a mark placed on the right hands or on their foreheads. No one could buy or sell without this mark. Only then years ago almost nobody would have accepted a chip but today many say: since my smart phone tracks every step I do and since I post everything about me on face book it does not make a difference to be chipped anymore. It seems like more and more people are now getting ready for the chip by consent. Everybody talks about globalization but only few understand that it is there to build the one world government. It will still take some time until it will be accomplished so don’t worry! It’s not about fear it is about watching things coming with vigilance.

Pre tribulation rapture

Since the future predictions of the bible often are so unpopular, there is an end time preaching that many prosperity preachers teach to keep the sheep comfortable once more. It is the teaching of the pre-tribulation rapture which teaches them that the Christians will be “raptured”or caught up to be with the Lord and not remain here on earth during the time of tribulation. This teaching resonates with the sheep that fall for the prosperity teaching because it avoids a time of tribulation but is it true? We find the word tribulation 22 times in the Bible. 20 times out of the 22 it is direct linked to a time of trouble in the future for Christians. Certainly this is not something that puts people in a good mood and therefore many shepherds do not like to talk about tribulation at all. That’s why the pre-tribulation teaching which I don’t believe is correct, is told to keep the sheep calm or to keep them ignorant on purpose. It is only logical to me that such a teaching and believe would lead to apostasy when troubles start rising as it was foretold a long time ago. Jesus says in Matt. 24:10+11 Many will give up their faith at that time, they will betray one another und hate one another. Then many false prophets will appear and fool many people. It needs to be concluded, that whenever Christians in the past where persecuted, often it was not because of their faith. The believers were usually labeled as bullheaded fundamentalist or something else they were not as a pretext to hunt them down.

Persecution

Many Christians in the western world do not believe they will ever be persecuted for their faith. The fact is that no other people are as persecuted in the world today as Christians are. In China it is not allowed to have faith in Christ and because of this, there are many underground churches. Long imprisonment and torture are waiting for those who are captured. Sometimes these underground Christians are even tortured to death. As long as we can continue to import cheap goods from China, some of it out of slave production practices, most people in the west simply ignore or are oblivious to this deplorable behavior. Also in many African countries there are Christians who are discriminated or hunted. In many places in Asia it is not much better either. The worst of all nations is North
Korea. If someone is caught there with a bible in their possession, a live time in a work camp or direct execution is the punishment. When someone is caught there with a bible, a lifetime in a work camp or direct execution is the punishment. Whoever wants to be informed what is happening in India and other parts of Asia, I recommend reading the Book (The death of a guru). This is a world bestselling book written by author Rabindranath R. Maharay. It was a great joy for me when I once had the privilege of meeting Rabindranath at a lecture he has given. Assassination attempts have been made on Maharay’s live and this only because he disclosed the dark truth and inner workings of the India’s Hindu religions system. It is really interesting book that I can recommend very much. By the way, did you know that in India not only cows but also rats are considered holy? Because of that 20% of the crops in India are eaten up by rats with result of starvation of millions. Who thinks that in the western world is no persecution is wrong. When people in the western society say that Jesus is the only way, they will be considered as radical fundamentalists and they will be disparaged. Only few can see that slowly but step by step something it is going in this direction. In John 14.6 Jesus says: I’m the way, the truth, and the live, no one goes to the father except by me. The first commandment of Moses says: worship no other god but me. 2. Exodus 20. It seems clear, that the words of the Bible are not in accord with today’s humanism and multicultural society anymore. So it is not a surprise, that there is a rising pressure on Christians who take the words of Jesus seriously. We can see the propaganda of lies against the ones who want to see the truth, propaganda which has been often successful in the past. In John 15.20 Jesus says: remember that I told you: Slaves are no greater than their master. If people persecute me they will also persecute you too.

Faith without action

Many false shepherds are telling their sheep: all you need do is to pray one prayer to invite Jesus into your live and you are saved for ever. This is truth but only partial. When someone invites Jesus into their live, Jesus will indwell them in the spirit and a new live can begin but it has its cost. It is not about money because salvation itself is of no financial cost. Jesus demands things from his followers that are not always easy, but He demands nothing that we are not capable of doing because with his help we can do anything. Our great blessing is our awareness of His presence and that when we go through tough times that He is there with us and never leaves us. Who thinks, that with one single prayer salvation is guaranteed when there is no true hart change is wrong. We read in James 2:26 So then, as the body without the spirit is dead, also faith without action is dead. So if it is simply a “said” faith it is a dead faith. In Matt:7:21 Jesus says: Not everyone who calls me lord, lord, will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only those who do what my father in heaven wants them to do. In Ephesians 5.11 we read: Have nothing to do with the worthless things that people do, things that belong to the darkness. Instead bring them out to the light. Sadly there are many religious people that do a lot of talking but there is really nothing to it in fact it is common place for many of these sheep help each other believe that they are in good standing with God. These people should take care trough and listen to these
sobering words that Jesus says in Matt. 7.23 *Then I will say to them, I never knew you get away from me you wicked people.*

Epilog

The epilog is dedicated especially for the dumbed down an ignorant religious sheep. Surely there are now sheep that are grinding with the teeth and foam at of the mouth but that is an indicator for hate. Hate towards the writer of the book. I can only hope that these sheep have learned something out of this book, because as I previously warned that those who cannot forgive may end up down in hell, and I do not wish this for anyone ever. So my dear sheep learn to understand or it will be too late for you one day. By ignoring these facts, you can only temporarily deceive yourself. So what do you want to do about such an impudent writer who dears to pull you out of your religious deception? I really do not mind if you hate me for a while. You do have my perdition to go around and tell everybody: “don’t read this book!” This is what I’d delight in because it will help to make the book popular so that more sheep can be warned. But please remember my dear sheep, to forgive me later because when you carry this hate inside of you it poisons you and this I also wish for no one. In the long run there is really no other solution for you than to forgive no matter how dumbed down and ignorant of a sheep you may be. I only hope to wake up many sheep with these pages. Thanks to all of you who help to distribute the book. God bless you.